Minneapolis Pay-Per-Lead Generation Advertising & Marketing
Services Launched
Professional SEO specialist Clayton Johnson announced a variety of pay-per-lead
services for local businesses in Minneapolis. Mr. Johnson offers SEO and digital
marketing services for clients looking to attract organic traffic and increase their online
visibility.
Professional SEO specialist Clayton Johnson announced a variety of pay-per-lead services for local
businesses in Minneapolis. Mr. Johnson offers SEO and digital marketing services for clients looking
to attract organic traffic and increase their online visibility.Minneapolis, United States - March 19,
2017 /PressCable/ -- Clatyon Johnson, a professional SEO and digital marketing specialist,
launched a wide range of pay-per-lead services for local businesses in Minneapolis.
More information can be found at https://claytonjohnson.com.
Internet marketing has seen a tremendous growth over recent years. More and more businesses are
investing significant amounts in different digital marketing strategies, in an effort to leverage the
immense marketing potential offered by social networks, search engines and many other online
resources.
Recent surveys show that more than 90% of all clients use online reviews and Google searches to
find both online and offline products and services, making online visibility an important business
success factor.
However, Google visibility is particularly difficult to achieve without professional help. Recent Google
search algorithms have placed an increased importance on a variety of factors such as html
optimization, page responsiveness, local relevance and many others, making amateur search
engine optimization inadequate for most ranking purposes.
Clayton Johnson has launched a variety of pay-per-lead digital marketing services for local
businesses looking to improve their Google ranking and generate more clients.
Unlike most digital marketing agencies that charge a fixed or monthly rate for their services, Clayton
Johnson offers pay-per-lead services, allowing the clients to pay exactly for the amounts of quality
leads they require.
The Minneapolis SEO expert provides a variety of SEO services, including content optimization,
keyword integration, on-site SEO and many others. To ensure effective lead generation and
improved Google ranking, Clayton Johnson also provides full backlinking services across a variety
of high-quality platforms.
To provide reliable and high-quality services, Clayton Johnson works closely with his clients in
determining the exact SEO needs of each particular business. Key factors such as niche, keyword
competitivity, target markets and many others are taken into account in creating a personalized SEO
strategy. The ultimate goal of Mr. Johnson's SEO services is creating an adaptable business
webpage that can rank organically for the target keywords.
Clayton Johnson currently provides free, no-obligation initial SEO analysis.
Interested parties can find more information by visiting the above-mentioned website.
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